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Global attractivity and uniform persistence are established for both single species
growth and two species competition in a periodically pulsed bio-reactor model in
terms of principal eigenvalues of the periodic-parabolic eigenvalue problem by
appealing to the theories of monotone discrete dynamical systems, abstract per-
sistence, asymptotically periodic semiflows, and perturbation of global attractors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent work of Ballyk et al. [BLJS], it is argued that the plug flow
reactor, aside from its importance in chemical and bio-engineering, is a
good candidate as a surrogate model of the mammalian large intestine.
In that work, a model of competition between different strains of
microorganisms for a scarce nutrient in a plug flow reactor, formulated by
Kung and Baltzis [KB], was studied with special attention given to the
effects of random motility of the organisms on their ability to persist in the
reactor and be good competitors in mixed culture. The growth limiting
nutrient is assumed to enter the reactor tube at constant concentration at
the upstream end of the reactor so that the model equations take the form
of a time-independent system of reaction-advection-diffusion equations.
However, if the plug-flow reactor is to stand as a surrogate model of the
intestine, then it is much more realistic to consider input nutrient concen-
tration as being time-dependent. In the present paper, we consider this
competition model with periodically varying input nutrient concentration,
including pulsed input where the concentration may fall to zero over part
of the cycle.
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The plug flow reactor may be thought of as a tube, of length L, through
which a liquid medium flows with constant (small) velocity v. At the up
stream end of the tube, x=0, the nutrient concentration in the medium is
maintained at the periodically varying concentration S0(t)=S 0(t+|).
Down stream, bacteria consume nutrient, grow, divide and die or leave the
reactor at x=L. Bacteria are assumed to be motile but their motility is
random in the sense that it is modeled by an effective diffusion coefficient
and is independent of nutrient concentration (chemotaxis is not considered
here). The concentrations of nutrient S and microbial strains ui , i=1, 2 are
governed by the equations (we have scaled variables so L=1)
{
S
t
=d0
2S
x2
&v
S
x
&u1 f1(S)&u2 f2(S)
ui
t
=di
2ui
x2
&v
ui
x
+ui ( fi (S)&ki), i=1, 2,
(1.1)
with boundary conditions
{
d0
S
x
(0, t)&vS(0, t)=&vS0(t)
di
ui
x
(0, t)&vui (0, t)=0, i=1, 2 (1.2)
S
x
(1, t)=
ui
x
(1, t)=0, i=1, 2
and non-negative initial conditions
S(x, 0)=S0(x), u i (x, 0)=u0i (x), 0x1. (1.3)
As mentioned above, the di are the random motility coefficients of strain ui ,
ki is its death rate, and fi (S) is its uptake and growth rate. The quantity
d0 is the diffusion constant for nutrient S. For more details on the modeling,
we refer the reader to [BLJS] and the references therein. Further assump-
tions will be mentioned in the following section.
Our main goal in this work is to give sufficient conditions for both pop-
ulations of microorganisms to persist indefinitely in the reactor and for the
existence of an |-periodic ‘‘coexistence’’ solution
(S(x, t), u1(x, t), u2(x, t))=(S(x, t+|), u1(x, t+|), u2(x, t+|))
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with ui (x, t)>0 for all x and t. By persistence, we take the most robust
version in the sense that we seek sufficient conditions for the existence of
=>0, independent of the nonnegative initial data (S0 , u01 , u02), such that
ui (x, t)>=, i=1, 2,
for all x # [0, 1] and all large t, say tT, where T may depend on the
initial data, provided that both strains are initially present in the reactor,
that is, both u01 and u02 do not vanish identically.
We attain our main goal provided that the random motility coefficients
di do not differ much from d0 and provided the death rates ki are small.
The key to our success in this case is that we can completely describe the
dynamics of (1.1)(1.3) when one or both of the populations are absent
from the system. For example, if neither population is present in the reac-
tor (u0i=0, i=1, 2), then the nutrient S approaches a unique |-periodic
value W(x, t)=W(x, t+|)>0. We call the periodic solution (S, u1 , u2)=
(W(x, t), 0, 0) the ‘‘washout solution.’’ This solution may be stable or
unstable to invasion by population u1 . If it is unstable, as determined by
a principal eigenvalue of a periodic parabolic eigenvalue problem (see
[Hes]), then there is a unique |-periodic solution (S*(x, t), u1*(x, t), 0)
with u1*(x, t)>0 which attracts every solution of (1.1)(1.3) with u01 {0
and u02=0. An analogous result holds if the washout attractor is unstable
to invasion by u2 . Armed with this knowledge of the ‘‘boundary dynamics’’
of (1.1)(1.3), and with the hypothesis that each of the two single-popula-
tion periodic solutions is unstable to invasion by its rival population, as
determined by a principal eigenvalue, we may employ abstract persistence
theory (see [FS, HS, HW, Th, Zh1]) to establish persistence and the exist-
ence of an |-periodic solution [Zh1] representing coexistence of the two
populations. In the case that the periodic nutrient forcing S0(t) is a positive
constant, as in [BLJS; KB; Sm, Chap. 8], then the various periodic solu-
tions mentioned above are steady state solutions of the appropriate elliptic
boundary value problems. Our results in this case extend some of the
results in the above mentioned papers.
The special case of the model (1.1)(1.3) where d i=d0 and ki=0 for
i=1, 2 is fundamentally more tractable than the general case due to the
existence of a ‘‘conservation principle’’ which allows the reduction of the
system to two ‘‘limiting equations’’ for the ui , the latter being of monotone
type. In this special case, we obtain much stronger results on the
asymptotic behavior of the system (1.1)(1.3) using techniques of discrete-
time monotone dynamical systems [DH, Hes, HL, HSW2] applied to the
limiting system and applying results on asymptotically periodic semiflows
in [Zh3] to lift these results back to the original system. Assuming that
each single-population periodic solution is unstable to invasion by its rival,
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we show the existence of two ordered, positive (i.e. ui>0, i=1, 2, ) |-peri-
odic solutions. Furthermore, for all other solutions with u0i {0, i=1, 2, u i
approaches the interval determined by the corresponding components of
the two positive periodic solutions, uniformly in x. The two periodic solu-
tions may coincide, in which case the single positive periodic solution is
globally attracting for initial conditions mentioned above.
Here, we remark that our treatment of the special case is similar to an
analysis of a related system, although with a different bioreactor in mind,
treated recently by Pilyugin [Pi] and by Pilyugin and Waltman in [PW].
A difference is that we use a principle eigenvalue of a scalar periodic
parabolic eigenvalue problem, following [Hes], for determining stability of
periodic solutions, rather than the principle eigenvalue of the linearized
Poincare map used in [Pi, PW]. However, we go further in our analysis of
the special case than Pilyugin and Waltman do for their system in that we
can better relate the dynamics of the limiting system to the full system by
using the results in [Zh3]. While [Pi, PW] consider their system only
when a conservation law holds and do not allow pulsed input, we allow it
and extend the analysis to our perturbed system, that is to the case where
di&d0 and k i are nonzero but small.
Indeed, the bulk of this paper is devoted to carrying over results
obtained for the special case to the perturbed system. This is important for
biological reasons since there is no reason that microbial motility coef-
ficients should be equal or comparable to nutrient diffusivity nor can cell
mortality always be ignored. It is also important on mathematical grounds
to verify that results obtained under the special circumstances where a con-
servation principle holds actually extend to the case where the principle
does not hold. We outline here some of the issues involved as they are sub-
stantial and quite technical. When the conservation principle holds, the
reduction of dimension allows one to show directly that a single-population
periodic solution (S*, u1* , 0), if it exists, is unique and globally attracting
if u01 {0 and u02=0. For the perturbed system, this is nontrivial due to the
loss of the conservation principle and consequent reduction of dimension.
We use a perturbation result in [SW2], which essentially shows that global
stability is an open condition in parameter space, to carry over the unique-
ness and global stability of the single-population periodic solution to the
perturbed system provided that di&d0 and k i are nonzero but small. Thus,
we are able to completely determine the boundary dynamics (one or more
populations absent) of (1.1)(1.3). Our main hypothesis for the persistence
result mentioned above and for the existence of positive periodic solutions
representing coexistence of the populations is that the two single-popula-
tion periodic solutions are linearly unstable to invasion by the rival pop-
ulation for the unperturbed system. From this, we deduce that the nearby
single-population periodic solutions for the perturbed system are weakly
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repelling, when both populations are present, uniformly in the perturbed
parameters di&d0 and k i provided they are small. This leads to uniform
persistence, and to the existence of an ‘‘interior attractor’’ for the dynamics
corresponding to initial data satisfying u0i {0 for i=1, 2. Finally, we estab-
lish the upper semicontinuity of the interior attractor [Ha] with respect to
the perturbed parameters which allows us to conclude that the more robust
persistence, mentioned above, holds uniformly in the perturbed parameters.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the
special case of (1.1)(1.3) when di=d0 and ki=0. After consideration of
the washout solution, we establish the conservation principle mentioned
above. We then consider single-population growth in the reactor (u2 #0),
showing that when the washout solution is linearly stable, then it is
globally stable and when it is unstable, there is a unique, single-population
periodic solution which attracts all solutions with u01 {0 and is asymptoti-
cally stable in the linear approximation. Finally, we show that for two
competing populations, where each single population periodic solution is
unstable to invasion by the other population, we have persistence of both
populations and the existence of a positive periodic solution representing
coexistence. Section 3 is devoted to the perturbed system di rd0 and ki r0,
where we carry over the bulk of the results of Section 2 to this case. In the
hope of making this rather technical section easier to read, we have collected
several abstract perturbation-type results in an appendix, referring to them
only in the proofs of the results of Section 3. We have borrowed from
[Pi, PW] the very useful idea, which they attribute to Dancer, for con-
verting Robin-type boundary conditions to Neumann boundary conditions.
This is used in order to ensure that the boundary conditions not depend on
the perturbation parameters. These abstract results should prove useful in
many other settings and may be of independent interest.
In the remainder of this introduction, some remarks aimed at the well-
posedness of the initial-boundary-value problem (1.1)(1.3) and the
positivity of its solutions are made. We assume that the initial data in (1.3)
satisfy (S0 , u01 , u02) # X+=C([0, 1], R+)_C([0, 1], R+)_C([0, 1], R+),
the positive cone in the Banach space X=C([0, 1], R)_C([0, 1], R)_
C([0, 1], R) with uniform norm. For local existence and positivity of solu-
tions in the space X+, we follow [MS] where existence and uniqueness
and positivity are treated simultaneously, ignoring issues related to time
delays treated there. The idea is to consider mild solutions of the system of
abstract integral equations (we set u0=S and u00=S0 to simplify notation)
{
u0(t)=V(t, 0) u00+|
t
0
T0(t&r) B0(u(r)) dr
u i (t)=Ti (t) u0i+|
t
0
Ti (t&r) Bi (u(r)) dr, i=1, 2,
(1.4)
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where u(t)=(u0(t), u1(t), u2(t))#(S( } , t), u1( } , t), u2( } , t)) # X+ . Ti (t) is
the positive, nonexpansive, analytic semigroup on C([0, 1], R) (see [Sm,
Chap. 8]) such that u=Ti (t) u0i satisfies the linear initial value problem
{
u
t
=di
2u
x2
&v
u
x
(1.5)
&di
u
x
(0, t)+vu(0, t)=0=
u
x
(1, t)
u(x, 0)=u0i (x).
V(t, s), t>s, is the family of affine operators on C([0, 1], R) such that
u=V(t, s) u00 satisfies the linear system with nonhomogeneous, periodic
boundary conditions, with start time s, given by
u
t
=d0
2u
x2
&v
u
x
, t>s
(1.6)
&d0
u
x
(0, t)+vu(0, t)=vS 0(t), t>s
u
x
(1, t)=0, t>s
u(x, s)=u00(x).
Due to the periodicity of the inhomogeneity in the boundary conditions,
S0(t+|)=S 0(t), we have that V(t, s)=V(t+|, s+|) for t>s. The non-
linear operator Bi : C([0, 1], R+)  C([0, 1], R) is defined by
B0(u)=&u1 f1(u0)& f2(u0) u2
Bi (u)=[ fi (u0)&k i] u i , i=1, 2.
The result [MS, Theorem 1] can be used to give local existence and
positivity of noncontinuable solutions of (1.1)(1.3) although the elliptic
operator in that setting is slightly different. The reason is that the semi-
groups Ti and evolution operators V defined above have the same proper-
ties as those in [MS] (so [MS, Corollary 4] may be applied). Indeed,
V(t, s) satisfies V(t, s) C([0, 1], R+)/C([0, 1], R+) for t>s, by standard
maximum principle arguments, and similarly (see [Sm, Chap. 8])
Ti (t) C([0, 1], R+)/C([0, 1], R+) for t>0. The operator V and semi-
group T0 are related as below (1.9) in [MS] on setting #(x, t)=S 0(t) (see
proof of Proposition 2.1 below). Since we assume that fi (0)=0, it follows
that Bi (u)(x)=0 whenever ui (x)=0 for some x, hence B=(B0 , B1 , B2) is
quasipositive. Thus, [MS, Theorem 1 and Remark 1.1] imply that
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(1.1)(1.3) has a unique nonnegative noncontinuable solution which
satisfies (1.1)(1.2) in the classical sense for t>0.
Finally, it is useful to introduce some notation to be used later. If y
belongs to metric space Y with metric \ and A/Y, then d( y, A)=
infa # A \( y, a) denotes the distance from y to A. If Y denotes an ordered
Banach space with positive cone Y+ having nonempty interior in Y and
yi # Y for i=1, 2, then we write y1 y2 when y2& y1 # Y+. We write
y1< y2 if y1 y2 but y1 { y2 and write y1<< y2 if y2& y1 belongs to the
interior of Y+.
2. UNPERTURBED MODEL
Consider the system of equations with identical diffusivities and vanishing
cell death rates
{
S
t
=d0
2S
x2
&v
S
x
&u1 f1(S)&u2 f2(S), 0<x<1, t>0
ui
t
=d0
2u i
x2
&v
ui
x
+ui fi (S), i=1, 2, 0<x<1, t>0
(2.1)
with boundary conditions
{
d0
S(0, t)
x
&vS(0, t)=&vS 0(t), t>0
(2.2)d0
ui (0, t)
x
&vui (0, t)=0, i=1, 2, t>0
S(1, t)
x
=
ui (1, t)
x
=0, i=1, 2, t>0
and initial value conditions
S(x, 0)=S0(x)0, ui (x, 0)=u0i (x)0, i=1, 2, 0x1, (2.3)
where d0>0, v>0, and S 0( } ) # C2(R+ , R), R+=[0, ), with S 0(t)0,
S0( } )0, S0(t+|)=S0(t) for some real number |>0, and f i ( } ) #
C2(R+ , R+) satisfies
(H0) fi (0)=0, f $i (S)>0, S # R+ , i=1, 2.
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Let n be the outward normal to the boundary of (0, 1). Clearly, for
any ,( } ) # C1([0, 1]), (,(0)n)=&(,(0)x) and (,(1)n)=(,(1)x).
Therefore the boundary condition (2.2) is equivalent to
{
d0
S(0, t)
n
+vS(0, t)=vS0(t), t>0
(2.4)d0
ui (0, t)
n
+vui (0, t)=0, i=1, 2, t>0
S(1, t)
n
=
ui (1, t)
n
=0, i=1, 2, t>0.
Let X+=C([0, 1], R+)_C([0, 1], R+)_C([0, 1], R+). As mentioned in
the Introduction, [MS, Theorem 1 and Remark 1.1] imply that for any
,=(S0( } ), u01( } ), u02( } )) # X +, there exists a unique (mild) solution
(S(x, t, ,), u1(x, t, ,), u2(x, t, ,)) of (2.1)(2.2), defined on its maximal
existence interval [0, _,), satisfying S(x, t, ,)0, ui (x, t, ,)0, i=1, 2,
x # [0, 1], t # [0, _,). Moreover, (S(x, t, ,), u1(x, t, ,), u2(x, t, ,)) is a
classical solution of (2.1)(2.2) for t # (0, _,).
2.1. Conservation Principle. As we have scaled the ui in nutrient-equiv-
alent units, the total nutrient W(x, t)=S(x, t)+u1(x, t)+u2(x, t) should
eventually come into balance with the input S 0(t). Then W(x, t) satisfies
the scalar linear equation
{
W
t
=d0
2W
x2
&v
W
x
, 0<x<1, t>0
(2.5)d0
W(0, t)
n
+vW(0, t)=vS 0(t), t>0
W(1, t)
n
=0, t>0.
Note that Eqs. (2.1)(2.2) reduce to (2.5) for W=S when ui=0, i=1, 2.
Proposition 2.1. Equation (2.5) admits a unique positive |-periodic
solution W*(x, t)>0 and for any W0( } ) # C([0, 1], R), the unique (mild )
solution W(x, t) of (2.5) with W( } , 0)=W0( } ) satisfies limt  (W(x, t)&
W*(x, t))=0 uniformly for x # [0, 1].
Proof. Let u(x, t)=W(x, t)&S0(t) and S1(t)=&(dS0(t)dt), t0.
Then u(x, t) satisfies
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{
u
t
=d0
2u
x2
&v
u
x
+S1(t), 0<x<1, t>0
(2.6)d0
u(0, t)
n
+vu(0, t)=0, t>0
u(1, t)
n
=0, t>0
Since the boundary conditions in (2.6) are homogeneous, (2.6) can then be
written as an abstract ordinary differential equation in C([0, 1], R) given by
{
du
dt
=Au(t)+S1(t), t>0
(2.7)
u(0)=, # C([0, 1]), R),
where A is the closure in C([0, 1], R) of A0=d0(x2)&v(x) with
D(A0)=
{, # C2((0, 1)) & C1([0, 1]); A0, # C([0, 1]), d0 ,(0)n +v,(0)=
,(1)
n
=0= .
For any , # C([0, 1]), the mild solution of (2.6) can be expressed as
u(t)=T(t) ,+|
t
0
T(t&s) S1(s) ds, (2.8)
where T(t) is the analytic semigroup generated by A in C([0, 1]) (see, e.g.,
[Pa; Sm, Chap. 7.1]). It easily follows that u(t) is an |-periodic solution
of (2.7) if and only if u0=u(0) satisfies
(I&T(|)) u0=|
|
0
T(t&s) S1(s) ds. (2.9)
By an argument similar to that in [Sm, Chap. 8.1], it follows that
_=sup[Re *; * # _(A)]<0. Then the radius of the spectrum of the com-
pact operator T(|) satisfies r(T(|))<1, and hence, (2.7) admits a unique
|-periodic solution u*(t). Let v(t)=u(t)&u*(t). Then v(t) satisfies
dv(t)
dt
=Av(t), t>0. (2.10)
By [Pa, Theorem 4.4.3], there exist M>0 and +>0 such that &T(t)&
Me&+t, t0, and hence limt   v(t)=0 in C([0, 1]). Then limt  (u(x, t)
&u*(x, t))=0 uniformly for x # [0, 1].
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Let W*(x, t)=u*(x, t)+S0(t), x # [0, 1], t0. It then follows that
W*(x, t) is an |-periodic solution of (2.5) and for any W0( } ) #
C([0, 1], R), the unique (mild) solution W(x, t) of (2.5) with W( } , 0)=
W0( } ) satisfies
lim
t  
(W(x, t)&W*(x, t))=0, uniformly for x # [0, 1]. (2.11)
For any given W0( } ) # C([0, 1], R+), by [MS, Theorem 1 and Remark
1.1], the unique solution W(x, t) of (2.5) with W( } , 0)=W0( } ) satisfies
W(x, t)0, x # [0, 1], t0. (2.12)
It remains to prove that W*(x, t)>0, for all x # [0, 1] and t0. For any
given t0, by (2.11), we have limn  (W(x, t+n|)&W*(x, t+n|))=
limn  (W(x, t+n|)&W*(x, t))=0, uniformly for x # [0, 1]. Then
W*(x, t)=limn   W(x, t+n|)0, x # [0, 1], t0. Since S 0(t)0,
S0( } )0, there exists t0>0 such that S0(t0)>0. It is easy to see that
d0(u*(0, t0)n)+vu*(0, t0)=0 implies u*( } , t0)&S*(t0). Then W*( } , t0)
=u*( } , t0)+S*(t0)0. By standard parabolic maximum principle, it
follows that
W*(x, t)>0, x # [0, 1], t>t0 . (2.13)
Then, by the |-periodicity of W*(x, } ), we have W*(x, t)>0, for all
x # [0, 1] and t0.
This completes the proof.
2.2. Single Species Growth. If only one microbial species is present in
the reactor we have the single species model
{
S
t
=d0
2S
x2
&v
S
x
&uf (S), 0<x<1, t>0
(2.14)
u
t
=d0
2u
x2
&v
u
x
+uf (S), 0<x<1, t>0
with boundary conditions
{
d0
S(0, t)
x
&vS(0, t)=&vS0(t), t>0
(2.15)d0
u(0, t)
x
&vu(0, t)=0, t>0,
S(1, t)
x
=
u(1, t)
x
=0, t>0
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and initial conditions
S(x, 0)=S0(x)0, u(x, 0)=u0(x)0, x # [0, 1], (2.16)
where d0>0, v>0, f ( } ) # C2(R+ , R+) satisfies (H0) and S 0( } ) is as in
(2.2). Let Y+=C([0, 1], R+)_C([0, 1], R+). It then follows that for any
,=(S0( } ), u0( } )) # Y+, (2.14)(2.16) admits a unique (mild) solution
(S(x, t, ,), u(x, t, ,)), defined on its maximal existence interval [0, _,),
satisfying S(x, t, ,)0, u(x, t, ,)0, x # [0, 1], t # [0, _,). By the conser-
vation principle in Subsection 2.1, for each , # Y+, _,=.
We determine stability of periodic solutions in the following way. For
any m # C1([0, 1]_R, R) with m(x, t+|)=m(x, t), x # [0, 1], t # R, let
+(m( } , } )) be the unique principal eigenvalue of the periodic-parabolic
eigenvalue problem(see [Hes, Chap. II.14])
{
.
t
=d0
.
x2
&v
.
x
+m(x, t) .++., x # (0, 1), t # R
(2.17)
d0
.(0, t)
x
&v.(0, t)=
.(1, t)
x
=0, t # R
. |-periodic in t.
The main result of this subsection says that if the washout periodic solu-
tion (S, u)=(W*, 0) is stable or neutrally stable in the linear approxima-
tion then it is globally stable while if it is unstable then there exists a
unique positive periodic solution representing survival of the population to
which all other solutions with u0 {0 approach asymptotically.
Theorem 2.1. (a) If +( f (W*(x, t)))0, then for any ,=(S0( } ), u0( } ))
# Y+, limt  (S(x, t, ,)&W*(x, t))=0 and limt   u(x, t, ,)=0 uniformly
for x # [0, 1];
(b) If +( f (W*(x, t)))<0, then (2.14)(2.15) admits a unique positive
|-periodic solution (S*(x, t), u*(x, t)) and for any ,=(S0( } ), u0( } )) # Y+
with u0( } )0, limt  (S(x, t, ,)&S*(x, t))=0 and limt  (u(x, t, ,)&
u*(x, t))=0 uniformly for x # [0, 1]. Moreover, (S*(x, t), u*(x, t)) is
linearly asymptotically stable for (2.14)(2.15).
Proof. Let f ( } ): R  R be a smooth extension of f ( } ): R+  R+ such
that f (0)=0, f $(s)>0, s # R, and f (s)= f (s), s # R+ . Let W=S+u, then
system (2.14) with (2.15) is equivalent to
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{
W
t
=d0
2W
x2
&v
W
x
, 0<x<1, t>0
(2.18)
u
t
=d0
2u
x2
&v
u
x
+uf (W&u), 0<x<1, t>0
with boundary conditions
{
d0
W(0, t)
x
&vW(0, t)=&vS0(t), t>0
(2.19)d0
u(0, t)
x
&vu(0, t)=0, t>0
W(1, t)
x
=
u(1, t)
x
=0, t>0.
Given ,=(S0( } ), u0( } )) # Y+, let (W(x, t), u(x, t)) be the unique solution
of (2.18)(2.19) satisfying (W(x, 0), u(x, 0))=(S0(x)+u0(x), u0(x)),
x # [0, 1]. Then U(x, t)=u(x, t+|), x # [0, 1], t0, satisfies the follow-
ing nonautonomous scalar parabolic equation
{
u
t
=d0
2u
x2
&v
u
x
+uf (W(x, t+|)&u), 0<x<1, t>0
(2.20)
d0
u(0, t)
x
&vu(0, t)=
u(1, t)
x
=0, t>0.
By the conservation principle, limt  (W(x, t)&W*(x, t))=0 uniformly
for x # [0, 1], and hence (2.20) is asymptotic to the following periodic
scalar parabolic equation(see [Zh3])
{
u
t
=d0
2u
x2
&v
u
x
+uf (W*(x, t)&u), 0<x<1, t>0
(2.21)
d0
u(0, t)
x
&vu(0, t)=
u(1, t)
x
=0, t>0.
Let 1<p<, and let X0=L p(0, 1) and X1=W 2p, B(0, 1), where B,=0
denotes the homogeneous boundary conditions d0(,(0)n)+v,(0)=0
and (,(1)n)=0. For ; # ((12)+(12p), 1), let X ; be the fractional
power space of X0 with respect to (A0, B) (see, e.g., [Hen]). Then X1/X ;
/X0 and X;/C 1+*[0, 1] for some *>0. Clearly, U( } , 0)=u( } , |) # X 1
/X;. By [Zh3, Theorem 4.1] on the asymptotically periodic Kolmogorov
equation, it follows that
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(a) If +( f (W*(x, t)))0, limt  U(x, t)=0 and hence
limt   u(x, t)=0, uniformly for x # [0, 1];
(b) If +( f (W*(x, t)))<0, (2.21) admits a unique positive |-periodic
solution u*(x, t) and limt  (U(x, t)&u*(x, t))=0, and hence
limt  (u(x, t)&u*(x, t))=limt  (U(x, t&|)&u*(x, t&|))=0, uni-
formly for x # [0, 1].
In case (a), limt  (S(x, t)&W*(x, t))=limt  [(W(x, t)&W*(x, t))&
u(x, t)]=0 uniformly for x # [0, 1]. In case (b), let S*(x, t)=W*(x, t)
&u*(x, t). Then limt  (S(x, t)&S*(x, t))=limt  [(W(x, t)&W*(x, t))
&(u(x, t)&u*(x, t))]=0 uniformly for x # [0, 1]. We further claim that
(S*(x, t), u*(x, t)) is a positive |-periodic solution of (2.14)(2.15). It then
suffices to prove that W*(x, t)>u*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0. Since
d0(W*(0, t)n)+vW*(x, t)=vS 0(t)0 and (W*(1, t)n)=0, t>0,
W*(x, t) is an uppersolution of (2.21). Let u0(x, t) be the unique solution
of (2.21) with u0(x, 0)=W*(x, 0), then u0(x, t)W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0.
It then follows that
u0(x, t+n|)W*(x, t+n|)=W*(x, t), t0, n0. (2.22)
Since limt  (u0(x, t)&u*(x, t))=0 uniformly for x # [0, 1], let n   in
(2.22), we have
u*(x, t)W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0.
Let t0>0 be such that S 0(t0)>0. Clearly, the boundary conditions for
W*(x, t) and u*(x, t) in (2.5) and (2.21) imply that u*( } , t0)W*( } , t0).
Then, by the parabolic maximum principle, we get
u*(x, t)<W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t>t0 ,
and hence, by the |-periodicity of u*(x, t) and W*(x, t),
u*(x, t)<W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0.
Let P: Y +  Y+ be the Poincare map associated with (2.14)(2.15), i.e.,
P(,)=(S( } , |, ,), u( } , |, ,)), ,=(S0( } ), u0( } )) # Y+. Let ,0=(S*( } , 0),
u*( } , 0)). Clearly, P(,0)=,0 . It remains to prove the linear asymptotic
stability of the positive periodic solution (S*(x, t), u*(x, t)) in the sense
that r(D,P(,0))<1. Let S =S&S*, u =u&u*. We then get the lineariza-
tion of (2.14)(2.15) at (S*(x, t), u*(x, t)) given by
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{
S
t
=d0
2S
x2
&v
S
x
&u*(x, t) f $(S*(x, t)) S & f (S*(x, t)) u ,
(2.23)
0<x<1, t>0
u
t
=d0
2u
x2
&v
u
x
+u*(x, t) f $(S*(x, t)) S + f (S*(x, t)) u ,
0<x<1, t>0
with homogeneous boundary conditions
{
d0
S (0, t)
x
&vS (0, t)=0, t>0
(2.24)d0
u (0, t)
x
&vu (0, t)=0, t>0,
S (1, t)
x
=
u (1, t)
x
=0, t>0.
Let U (t, s), ts0, be the evolution operator of linear system
(2.23)(2.24). It easily follows that D,P(,0)=U (|, 0). Under the change of
variables w=S +u , z=u , that is,
\wz +=\
1
0
1
1+ \
S
u + ,
(2.23)(2.24) is then transformed into the system
{
w
t
=d0
2w
x2
&v
w
x
, 0<x<1, t>0
(2.25)z
t
=d0
2z
x2
&v
z
x
+u*(x, t) f $(S*(x, t)) w
+( f (S*(x, t))&u*(x, t) f $(S*(x, t))) z, 0<x<1, t>0
with boundary conditions
{
d0
w(0, t)
x
&vw(0, t)=0, t>0
(2.26)d0
z(0, t)
x
&vz(0, t)=0, t>0,
w(1, t)
x
=
z(1, t)
x
=0, t>0.
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Let U1(t, s), ts0, be the evolution operator of linear equation
{
w
t
=d0
2w
x2
&v
w
x
, 0<x<1, t>0
(2.27)
d0
w(0, t)
x
&vw(0, t)=
w(1, t)
x
=0, t>0
and U2(t, s), ts0, be the evolution operator of periodic linear equation
{
z
t
=d0
2z
x2
&v
z
x
+( f (S*(x, t))&u*(x, t) f $(S*(x, t))) z,
(2.28)0<x<1, t>0
d0
z(0, t)
x
&vz(0, t)=
z(1, t)
x
=0, t>0.
Then
U(t, s)=\ U1(t, s) ts U2(t, {) u*( } , {) f $(S*( } , {)) U1({, s) d{
0
U2({, s)+ (2.29)
is the evolution operator of periodic linear system (2.25)(2.26). In par-
ticular,
U(|, 0)=\ U1(|, 0)|0 U2(|, {) u*( } , {) f $(S*( } , {)) U1({, 0) d{
0
U2(|, 0)+ . (2.30)
As claimed in Subsection 2.1, r(U1(|, 0))<1. By the definition of principal
eigenvalue (see [Hes, Proposition 14.4]), we have +( f (S*(x, t)&
u*(x, t) f $(S*(x, t)))=&(1|) ln(r(U2(|, 0))). Since (S*(x, t), u*(x, t)) is
an |-periodic solution of (2.14)(2.15), u*(x, t) satisfies the periodic linear
equation
{
u
t
=d0
2u
x2
&v
u
x
+ f (S*(x, t)) u, 0<x<1, t>0
(2.31)
d0
u(0, t)
x
&vu(0, t)=
u(1, t)
x
=0, t>0.
Then, by the uniqueness of the principal eigenvalue, we have +( f (S*(x, t)))
=0. Since f (S*(x, t))&u*(x, t) f $(S*(x, t))< f (S*(x, t)), by the mono-
tonicity of the principal eigenvalue ([Hes, Lemma 15.5]), +( f *(S*(x, t)&
u*(x, t) f $(S*(x, t)))>+( f (S*(x, t)))=0. Therefore, r(U2(|, 0))<1.
Clearly, U(|, 0) : Y=C([0, 1], R)_C([0, 1], R)  Y is compact and
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positive operator. We further claim that r(U(|, 0))<1. Indeed, let
:=r(U(|, 0)). If :=0, obviously we have r(U(|, 0))<1. In the case where
:>0, by a KreinRutman Theorem (see, e.g., [Hes, Theorem 7.1]), there
exists ,=( ,1,2)>0 in Y such that
U(|, 0) \,1,2+=: \
,1
,2+ .
Then U1(|, 0) ,1=:,1 . If ,1>0, then :=r(U1(|, 0))<1; if ,1=0, then
,2>0 and U2(|, 0) ,2=:,2 , and hence, :=r(U2(|, 0))<1. Clearly,
U (|, 0)=\10
&1
1 + U(|, 0) \
1
0
&1
1 +
&1
.
It then follows that r(D,P(,0))=r(U (|, 0))=r(U(|, 0))<1.
This completes the proof.
2.3. Two Species Competition. For any ,=(S0( } ), u01( } ), u02( } )) # X +,
let 8(x, t, ,)=(S(x, t), u1(x, t), u2(x, t)) be the unique (mild) solution of
(2.1)(2.2) with 8( } , 0, ,)=,. Then S(x, t)0, ui (x, t)0, i=1, 2,
x # [0, 1], t # [0, _,). By the conservation principle, for each , # Y+,
_,=.
In the case where +( fi (W*(x, t)))<0, i=1, 2, according to Theorem 2.1,
let (S i*(x, t), u i*(x, t)) be the unique positive |-periodic solution of (2.14)
(2.15) with f ( } )= fi ( } ), i=1, 2, respectively. As shown in the proof of
Theorem 2.1, W*(x, t)>ui*(x, t), S i*(x, t)=W*(x, t)&u i*(x, t), i=1, 2,
x # [0, 1], t0, and ui*(x, t) is the unique positive |-periodic solution of
the periodic parabolic equation
{
ui
t
=d0
2ui
x2
&v
u i
x
+u i f i (W*(x, t)&ui), 0<x<1, t>0
d0
ui (0, t)
x
&vu i (0, t)=
u i (1, t)
x
=0, t0.
We now show that, provided each population can survive in the bioreac-
tor in the absence of competition, and provided each population can
invade the others single-population periodic solution, then there exist two,
not necessarily distinct, positive periodic solutions, each representing
coexistence of the two populations, and that system (2.1)(2.2) is uniformly
persistent.
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Theorem 2.2. Assume that +( fi (W*(x, t)))<0, i=1, 2, and
(C) +( f1(S 2*(x, t)))<0 and +( f2(S1*(x, t)))<0.
Then system (2.1)(2.2) admits two positive |-periodic solutions
(S 1*(x, t), u 1*(x, t), u 2*(x, t)) and (S 2*(x, t), u 1*(x, t), u 2*(x, t)) with u i*(x, t)
u i*(x, t), i=1, 2, x # [0, 1], t # R+ , and for any ,=
(S0( } ), u01( } ), u02( } )) # X+ with u0i ( } )0, i=1, 2, 8(x, t, ,)=(S(x, t),
u1(x, t), u2(x, t)) satisfies
lim
t  
d(u i (x, t), [u i*(x, t), u i*(x, t)])
=0, i=1, 2, uniformly for x # [0, 1].
Proof. For each 1i2, let f i ( } ): R  R be a smooth extension of
fi ( } ): R+  R such that f i (0)=0, f $i (s)>0, s # R, and f i (s)= f i (s), s # R+ .
Let W=S+u1+u2 , then system (2.1) with (2.2) is equivalent to the
following one
{
W
t
=d0
2W
x2
&v
W
x
, 0<x<1, t>0
(2.32)
ui
t
=d0
2ui
x2
&v
u i
x
+ui f i (W&u1&u2), i=1, 2, 0<x<1, t>0
with boundary conditions
{
d0
W(0, t)
x
&vW(0, t)=&vS0(t), t>0
(2.33)d0
ui (0, t)
x
&vui (0, t)=0, i=1, 2, t>0,
W(1, t)
x
=
ui (1, t)
x
=0, i=1, 2, t>0.
Given ,=(S0( } ), u01( } ), u02( } )) # X +, let 8(x, t, ,)=(S(x, t), u1(x, t),
u2(x, t)), x # [0, 1], t0, and let (U1(x, t), U2(x, t))=(u1(x, t+|),
u2(x, t+|)), x # [0, 1], t0. Then (U1(x, t), U2(x, t)) satisfies the following
nonautonomous parabolic system
{
ui
t
=d0
2u i
x2
&v
ui
x
+ui f i (W(x, t+|)&u1&u2),
(2.34)
i=1, 2, 0<x<1, t>0
Bui=0, i=1, 2, t>0,
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where B,=0 denotes the same homogeneous boundary conditions as in
the proof of Theorem 2.1. By the conservation principle, limt  (W(x, t)&
W*(x, t))=0 uniformly for x # [0, 1], and hence (2.34) is asymptotic to
the periodic parabolic system
{
ui
t
=d0
2ui
x2
&v
ui
x
+ui f i (W*(x, t)&u1&u2),
(2.35)
i=1, 2, 0<x<1, t>0
Bui=0, i=1, 2, t>0.
Let X; be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, let Z=X;_X; and let Z+ be the
usual positive cone of Z. Since (U1( } , 0), U2( } , 0))=(u1( } , |), u2( } , |)) # Z,
we consider systems (2.34) and (2.35) with initial values in Z+. Let 2=
[(t, s); 0st<]. Define 8 : 2_Z+  Z+ by 8 (t, s, )=u~ ( } , t, s, ),
ts0,  # Z+, where u~ (x, t, s, )=(u~ 1(x, t, s, ), u~ 2(x, t, s, )) is the
unique solution of (2.34) with u~ ( } , s, s, )=. Define Tn : Z+  Z+, n0,
by Tn()=8 (n|, 0, ),  # Z+. Let T(t): Z+  Z+, t0, be the periodic
semiflow generated by periodic system (2.35), i.e., T(t) =u( } , t, ), where
u(x, t, ) is the unique solution of (2.35) with u( } , 0, )=. Clearly,
Q=T(|): Z+  Z+ is the Poincare map associated with periodic system
(2.35). Then, by [Zh3, Proposition 3.1], 8 : 2_Z+  Z+ is an asymptoti-
cally periodic semiflow with limit |-periodic semiflow T(t): Z+  Z+,
t0, and hence Tn : Z+  Z+, n0, is an asymptotically autonomous dis-
crete process with limit Q: Z+  Z+. Moreover, for any  # Z+, #+()=
[Tn(); n0] is precompact in Z+. Let (Z, P) be the ordered Banach
space with the positive cone P=X ;+_(&X
;
+), where X
;
+ is the usual
positive cone of X;, and denote its order by P . It then follows that
T(t): Z+  Z+, t0, is monotone with respect to P in the sense that if
,,  # Z+ with ,P , then T(t) ,P T(t) , t0 (see, e.g., [Hes]).
Clearly, condition (C) implies +( f1(W*(x, t)&u2*(x, t)))=
+( f1(S2*(x, t)))<0 and +( f2(W*(x, t)&u1*(x, t)))=+( f2(S1*(x, t)))<0. By
a standard monotone discrete semiflow approach (see, [Hes, Theorem
33.3] (or [HL, Theorem 1.1]) and [HSW2, Theorem A and Proposition
2]), it then follows that (2.35) admits two positive |-periodic solutions
(u 1*(x, t), u 2*(x, t)) and (u 1*(x, t), u 2*(x, t)) with u i*(x, t)u i*(x, t),x # [0, 1], t0, such that the compressive dynamics stated in Theorem 2.2
holds for (2.35) on Z+. Let E1*=(u 1*( } , 0), u 2*( } , 0)) and E2*=
(u 1*( } , 0), u 2*( } , 0)). Clearly, Q(E i*)=E i*, i=1, 2. Let Z0=[(,1 , ,2) # Z
+;
,i ( } )0, i=1, 2] and Z0=Z+"Z0 . Clearly, Q: Z0  Z0 , and
Q: Z0  Z0 . It then follows that there exits a global attractor A0 /
[E1*, E 2*]P and A0 attracts strongly bounded sets in Z0 . Let M0=(0, 0),
M1=(u1*( } , 0), 0) and M2=(0, u2*( } , 0)). It is easy to see that 2i=0 Mi is
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an isolated and acyclic covering of , # Z0 |(,) for Q: Z0  Z0 . By our
assumptions and [Zh3, Proposition 4.1], we have W s(M i) & Z0=<,
i=0, 1, 2, where W s(Mi) is the stable set of Mi with respect to
Tn : Z+  Z+, n0. Then by [Zh3, Theorem 2.5], for any  # Z0 ,
|()/A0 , where |() is the omega limit set of  for Tn : Z+  Z+, n0.
By [Zh3, Theorem 3.1], limt   d(u~ ( } , t, 0, ), T(t) A0)=0. Since E 1*
P A0P E2* , by the monotonicity of T(t): Z+  Z+, t0, we have
(u 1*( } , t), u 2*( } , t))
=T(t) E 1*P T(t) A0P T(t) E 2*=(u 1*( } , t), u 2*( } , t)), t0.
(2.36)
For any ,=(S0( } ), u01( } ), u02( } )) # X+ with u0i ( } )0, i=1, 2, since
(U1( } , 0), U2( } , 0)) # Z0 , we have
lim
t  
d(u i (x, t), [u i*(x, t), u i*(x, t)])
= lim
t  
d(Ui (x, t&|), [u i*(x, t&|), u i*(x, t&|)])=0,
i=1, 2, uniformly for x # [0, 1].
Let S 1*(x, t)=W*(x, t)&u 1*(x, t)&u 2*(x, t) and S 2*(x, t)=W*(x, t)&u 1*(x, t)&u 2*(x, t). We need to confirm that
(S 1*(x, t), u 1*(x, t), u 2*(x, t)) and (S 2*(x, t), u 1*(x, t), u 2*(x, t))
are two positive |-periodic solutions of (2.1)(2.2). It suffices to prove that
W*(x, t)>u 1*(x, t)+u 2*(x, t),
W*(x, t)>u 1*(x, t)+u 2*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0.
Since u1*( } , 0)<<W*( } , 0), we can choose 0=(01 , 
0
2) # Z0 such that
E2*P 0P M1=(u1*( } , 0), 0)
and
01(x)+
0
2(x)W*(x, 0), x # [0, 1].
Let (u01(x, t), u
0
2(x, t)) be the unique solution of (3.35) with (u
0
1( } , 0),
u02( } , 0))=
0, and let f (s)=max[ f 1(s), f 2(s)], s # R. Then V(x, t)=
u01(x, t)+u
0
2(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0, satisfies V(x, 0)W*(x, 0), x # [0, 1], and
{
V
t
d0
2V
x2
&v
V
x
+Vf (W*(x, t)&V), 0<x<1, t>0
(2.37)
BV=0, t>0.
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Since W*(x, t) satisfies
{
W*
t
=d0
2W*
x2
&v
W*
x
+W*f (W*(x, t)&W*(x, t)),
(2.38)
0<x<1, t>0
BW*0, t>0.
By the standard comparison theorem, it follows that
u01(x, t)+u
0
2(x, t)=V(x, t)W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0. (2.39)
By [HSW2, Theorem A and Proposition 2], Qn(0)=(u01( } , n|),
u02( } , n|))  E 2* as n  , and hence
lim
t  
(u01(x, t)&u 1*(x, t))=0 and lim
t  
(u02(x, t)&u 2*(x, t))=0
uniformly for x # [0, 1]. By (2.39), we have
u01(x, t+n|)+u
0
2(x, t+n|)
W*(x, t+n|)=W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0. (2.40)
Let n   in (2.40), we get
u 1*(x, t)+u 2*(x, t)W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0. (2.41)
Since V*=u 1*(x, t)+u 2*(x, t) satisfies (2.37) and W*(x, t) satisfies (2.5),
as argued in the proof that W*(x, t)>u*(x, t) in Subsection 2.2, we further
have u 1*(x, t)+u 2*(x, t)<W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0. Similarly, we can
prove u 1*(x, t)+u 2*(x, t)<W*(x, t), x # [0, 1], t0.
This completes the proof.
3. PERTURBED MODEL
We begin our treatment of the system with different diffusivities and
inclusion of cell death rates by considering a single population.
3.1. Single Species Growth. Consider the single species growth model
with not necessarily identical diffusivities and nonvanishing cell death rate
{
S
t
=d0
2S
x2
&v
S
x
&uf (S), 0<x<1, t>0
(3.1)
u
t
=d
2u
x2
&v
u
x
+u( f (S)&k), 0<x<1, t>0
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with boundary conditions
{
d0
S(0, t)
x
&vS(0, t)=&vS0(t), t>0
(3.2)d
u(0, t)
x
&vu(0, t)=0, t>0
S(1, t)
x
=
u(1, t)
x
=0, t>0,
where d0>0, d>0, v>0 and k0, and S 0( } ) and f ( } ) are as in
(2.14)(2.15). Let Y+=C([0, 1], R+)_C([0, 1], R+). Let d0>0 and
v>0 be fixed and let *=(d, k), d>0, k0. As argued in the introduction,
[MS, Theorem 1 and Remark 1.1] imply that for any ,=(S0( } ), u0( } ))
# Y+, there exists a unique (mild) solution (S(x, t, ,, *), u(x, t, ,, *)) of
(3.1)(3.2), defined on its maximal existence interval [0, _,), satisfying
(S( } , 0, ,, *), u( } , 0, ,, *))=,. Moreover,
S(x, t, ,, *)0, u(x, t, ,, *)0, x # [0, 1], t # [0, _,).
We further have the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Let 4=[(d, k); (d0 2)d2d0 , k0]. Then for each
* # 4, , # Y+, (S(x, t, ,, *), u(x, t, ,, *)) exists globally on [0, ), and solu-
tions of (3.1)(3.2) are uniformly bounded and ultimately bounded uniformly
for * # 4.
Proof. Given ,=(S0( } ), u0( } )) # Y+, for convenience, let (S(x, t), u(x, t))
=(S(x, t, ,, *), u(x, t, ,, *)), x # [0, 1], t # [0, _,). Then S(x, t) satisfies
{
S
t
d0
2S
x2
&v
S
x
, 0<x<1, t>0
(3.3)d0
S(0, t)
x
&vS(0, t)=&vS0(t), t>0
S(1, t)
x
=0, t>0.
By the parabolic comparison theorem
S(x, t)S (x, t), x # [0, 1], t # [0, _,), (3.4)
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where S (x, t) is the unique solution of (2.5) with S (x, 0)=S(x, 0). By Proposi-
tion 2.1, S (x, t) exists globally on [0, ) and limt  (S (x, t)&W*(x, t))=0
uniformly for x # [0, 1].
Let + be the unique positive solution to equation tan +=(v2+d0) on the
interval [0, ?2). Clearly, sin(+x)0, cos(+x)>0, x # [0, 1]. Then for any
* # 4, by using (3.1) and (3.2) and integration by parts, we have
d
dt |
1
0
S(x, t) cos(+x) dx
=|
1
0
S
t
cos(+x) dx
=vS0(t)&S(1, t)(v cos +&+d0 sin +)&+v |
1
0
S(x, t) sin(+x) dx
&d0+2 |
1
0
S(x, t) cos(+x) dx&|
1
0
u(x, t) f (S(x, t)) cos(+x) dx
vS0(t)&d0 +2 |
1
0
S(x, t) cos(+x) dx&|
1
0
u(x, t) f (S(x, t)) cos(+x) dx
(3.5)
and
d
dt |
1
0
u(x, t) cos(+x) dx
=|
1
0
u
t
cos(+x) dx
=&u(x, t)[v cos +&+d sin +]&v |
1
0
u(x, t) sin(+x) dx
&d+2 |
1
0
u(x, t) cos(+x) dx+|
1
0
u(x, t)( f (S(x, t)&k) cos(+x) dx
&d+2 |
1
0
u(x, t) cos(+x) dx+|
1
0
u(x, t) f (S(x, t)) cos(+x) dx. (3.6)
Let y(t)=10 (S(x, t)+u(x, t)) cos(+x) dx, t # [0, _,). Then we get
dy(t)
dt
vS 0(t)&
d0+2
2
y(t), t # [0, _,).
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Then by standard comparison theorem for ordinary differential equations,
it follows that
y(t) y*(t)&exp \&d0+
2t
2 + y*(0)+exp \&
d0+2t
2 + y(0), t # [0, _,),
(3.7)
where y*(t) is the unique positive |-periodic solution of linear ordinary
differential equations
dy
dt
=vS0(t)&
d0 +2
2
y(t).
Since S(x, t)0, u(x, t)0 and cos(+x)minx # [0, 1] cos(+x)=m>0,
x # [0, 1], (3.7) implies that for all t # [0, _,),
|
1
0
u(x, t) dx
1
m _ y*(t)&exp \&
d0+2t
2 + y*(0)
+exp \&d0 +
2t
2 + |
1
0
(S0(x)+u0(x)) cos(+x) dx& . (3.8)
Then u( } , t) is L1 -bounded on [0, _,). By (3.4), (3.8), and similar
arguments as in [Al, Theorem 3.1; HuS, Lemma 3.13; LS, Proposition 2.4
and Theorem 2.5; LSW, Proposition 2.4 (i) and (ii)], it follows that for
each , # Y+, (S(x, t, ,, *), u(x, t, ,, *)) is L -bounded and hence _,=,
and solutions of (3.1)(3.2) are uniformly L -bounded and ultimately
L -bounded uniformly for * # 4.
This completes the proof.
Now we show that the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 (b) for the unperturbed
system implies the existence of a globally attracting single-population peri-
odic solution for the perturbed system at least when the perturbation is
small.
Theorem 3.1. Let *=(d, k), *0=(d0 , 0), and W*(x, t) and +(m( } , } ))
be as in Section 2. Assume that +( f (W*(x, t)))<0 and let (S*(x, t),
u*(x, t)) be as in Theorem 2.1. Then there exists $0>0 such that for any
|*&*0 |<$0 , (3.1)(3.2) admits a unique positive |-periodic solution
(S*(x, t, *), u*(x, t, *)) with (S*(x, t, *0), u*(x, t, *0))=(S*(x, t), u*(x, t)),
x # [0, 1], t0, and such that the map *  (S*( } , } , *), u*( } , } , *)) is
continuous. Moreover, for any (S0( } ), u0( } )) # Y+ with u0( } )0,
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limt  (S(x, t, ,, *)&S*(x, t, *))=0 and limt  (u(x, t, ,, *)&u*(x, t, *))
=0, uniformly for x # [0, 1].
Proof. Let k0>0 be given and let 40=[(d, k); (d0 2)d2d0 ,
0kk0]. For any * # 40 , let S*=S(*, } ): Y+  Y+ be the Poincare map
associated with (3.1)(3.2), that is, S(*, ,)=(S( } , |, ,, *), u( } , |, ,, *)),
, # Y+. Then S( } , } ): 40_Y+  Y+ is continuous. By Lemma 3.1, it
follows that for each * # 40 , S* : Y+  Y+ is compact and point dissipative
uniformly for * # 40 , i.e., there exists a bounded and closed subset B0 of
Y+, independent of * # 40 , such that for any , # Y+, * # 40 , there exists
N=N(,, *) such that S n*(,) # B0 for all nN. Then, by [Ha, Theorem
2.4.7], for each * # 40 , there exists a global attractor A* for S* : Y+  Y+.
Clearly, A* /B0 . By a change of variables
S (x, t)=S(x, t)&W*(x, t), u (x, t)=exp \v(x&1)
2
2d + u(x, t),
the boundary conditions (3.2) then become the homogeneous ones
{
d0
S (0, t)
x
&vS (0, t)=
S (1, t)
x
=0, t>0
u (0, t)
x
=
u (1, t)
x
=0, t>0
which is independent of parameter *. Therefore by Lemma 3.1 and
Proposition 4.2 in Appendix, when applied to the resulting system with
parameter * under the above change of variables and the above boundary
conditions, it follows that S( } , ,): 40  Y+ is continuous uniformly for ,
in any bounded subset of Y+. We further have the following claim.
Claim. For any bounded subset B/Y+, * # 40 S*(B) is compact in Y
+.
Indeed, for any sequence [n] in * # 40 S*(B), we have n=S*n(,n),
*n # 40 , ,n # B, n0. By the compactness of 40 , without loss of generality,
we can assume that for some *1 # 40 , *n  *1 as n  . Since S*1(B) is
precompact, there exist 0 # Y+ and a subsequence nk   such that
S*1(,nk)  0 as k  . Combining the continuity of S( } , ,): 40  Y
+
uniformly for , # B and the inequality
&nk&0 &=&S*nk(,nk)&0&
&S*nk(,nk)&S*1(,nk)&+&S*1(,nk)&0&,
we get nk  0 , k  . Therefore * # 40 S*(B) is precompact.
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Let
Y0=[(S( } ), u( } )) # Y +; u( } )0] and Y0=Y+"Y0 .
Then S* : Y0  Y0 and S* : Y0  Y0 . Let ,0=(S*( } , 0), u*( } , 0)). Then
S*0(,0)=,0 . By Theorem 2.1, r(D,S(*0 , ,0))<1, and limn   S
n
*0
,=,0
for every , # Y0 . For each * # 40 , by Proposition 2.1, limn   S n*(,)=
(W*( } , 0), 0) for any , # Y0 . Clearly, M=(W*( } , 0), 0) is a global attrac-
tor for S* : Y0  Y0 . Since (W*(x, t), 0) is a nonnegative |-periodic
solution of (3.1)(3.2) and +( f (W*(x, t)))<0, by a change of variables
S (x, t)=S(x, t)&W*(x, t), u (x, t)=exp \v(x&1)
2
2d + u(x, t),
and Proposition 4.1 in Appendix, there exist $1>0 and ’1>0 such that for
any |*&*0 |<$1 , and any , # Y0 ,
lim sup
n  
d(S n*(,), M)=lim sup
n  
d((S( } , n|, ,, *), u( } , n|, ,, *)), M)’1 ,
which implies that M is isolated for S* : Y+  Y +, and W s*(M) & Y0=<,
|*&*0 |<$1 , where W s*(M) is the stable set of M with respect to S* . By
a persistence theorem [HS, Theorem 4.1], S* is uniformly persistent with
respect to (Y0 , Y0) for each |*&*0 |<$1 . Therefore there exits a global
attractor A0* /Y0 for S* : Y0  Y0 (see, e.g., [Zh1, Theorem 2.3]). Clearly,
A0* /B0 , and * # 40 , , # Y+ |*(,)/* # 40 S*(B0). Then by the previous
claim, * # 40 , , # Y+ |*(,) is compact. By Theorem 4.3 in Appendix, it
follows that there exist $2>0 and ’2>0 such that for any |*&*0 |$2 ,
, # Y0 , lim infn   d(S n* ,, Y0)’2 . Then there exists a bounded and
closed subset B0* of Y0 such that A0* /B0* for all |*&*0 |$2 . Let 41=
40 & B(*0 , $2), where B(*0 , $2)=[*; |*&*0 |<$2]. Since * # 41 S*(A
0
*)
/* # 41 S*(B0*), by the previous claim, * # 41 S*(A
0
*) is compact.
Moreover, * # 41 S*(A
0
*)=* # 41 A
0
* /B0* =B0* /Y0 . By applying [SW2,
Theorem 2.1] on the perturbation of a globally stable fixed point to
S*( } ): Y +  Y + with U=Y0 and B*=A0* , * # 41 , we complete the proof.
3.2. Two Species Competition. Consider two species competition with
unequal diffusivities and nonvanishing cell death rates
{
S
t
=d0
2S
x2
&v
S
x
&u1 f1(S)&u2 f2(S), 0<x<1, t>0
(3.9)
ui
t
=di
2u i
x2
&v
ui
x
+ui ( f i (S)&ki), i=1, 2, 0<x<1, t>0
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with boundary conditions
d0
S(0, t)
x
&vS(0, t)=&vS 0(t), t>0
{di ui (0, t)x &vui (0, t)=0, i=1, 2, t>0, (3.10)S(1, t)
x
=
ui (1, t)
x
=0, i=1, 2, t>0,
where d0>0, v>0, di>0, and k i0, and S 0( } ) and fi ( } ), i=1, 2, are as
in (2.1)(2.2). Let X+=C([0, 1], R+)_C([0, 1], R+)_C([0, 1], R+).
Let d0>0 and v>0 be fixed and let *=(d1 , d2 , k1 , k2), di>0, ki0,
i=1, 2. As mentioned in the introduction, for any ,=(S0( } ), u01( } ), u02( } ))
# X+, there exists a unique (mild) solution (S(x, t, ,, *), u1(x, t, ,, *),
u2(x, t, ,, *)) of (3.9)(3.10), defined on its maximal existence interval
[0, _,), satisfying (S( } , 0, ,, *), u1( } , 0, ,, *), u2( } , 0, ,, *))=,. Moreover,
S(x, t, ,, *)0, ui (x, t, ,, *)0, i=1, 2, x # [0, 1], t # [0, _,).
By a similar argument as in Lemma 3.1, we have the following result on
the boundedness of solutions uniformly for *.
Lemma 3.2. Let 4=[(d1 , d2 , k1 , k2); (d0 2)d i2d0 , ki0, i=1, 2].
Then for each * # 4, , # X+, (S(x, t, ,, *), u1(x, t, ,, *), u2(x, t, ,, *)) exists
globally on [0, ), and solutions of (3.9)(3.10) are uniformly bounded and
ultimately bounded uniformly for * # 4.
Now we can state one of the main results of this paper. It says that both
species persist for the perturbed system and there exists a positive periodic
solution when the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold for the unperturbed
system and the perturbation is sufficiently small.
Theorem 3.2. Let *=(d1 , d2 , k1 , k2) and *0=(d0 , d0 , 0, 0). Assume
that all conditions in Theorem 2.2 hold. Then there exist $>0 and ;>0 such
that for any |*&*0 |<$, (3.9)(3.10) admits at least one positive |-periodic
solution, and for any ,=(S0( } ), u01( } ), u02( } )) # X + with u0i ( } )0, i=1, 2,
there exists t0=t0(,, *) such that
ui (x, t, ,, *);, i=1, 2, for all x # [0, 1], tt0 .
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Proof. Let k0>0 be given and let 40=[(d1 , d2 , k1 , k2); (d0 2)di
2d0 , 0k ik0 , i=1, 2]. For each * # 40 , let S*( } )=S(*, } ): X+  X+ be
the Poincare map associated with (3.9)(3.10), that is,
S(*, ,)=(S( } , |, ,, *), u1( } , |, ,, *), u2( } , |, ,, *)), , # X+.
Then S( } , } ): 40_X+  X + is continuous. By Lemma 3.2, for each * # 40 ,
S* : X +  X+ is compact and point dissipative uniformly for * # 40 , and
hence, by [Ha, Theorem 2.4.7], there exists a global attractor A* for
S* : X +  X+. Let
X0=[(S( } ), u01( } ), u02( } )) # X+; u0i ( } )0, i=1, 2] and X0=X+"X0 .
Then S* : X0  X0 and S* : X0  X0 . According to Theorem 2.1,
(S i*(x, t), u i*(x, t)) is the unique positive |-periodic solution of (2.14)
(2.15) with f ( } )= fi ( } ), i=1, 2, respectively. Clearly, (W*(x, t), 0, 0),
(S1*(x, t), u1*(x, t), 0) and (S2*(x, t), 0, u2*(x, t)) are nonnegative periodic
solutions of (3.9)(3.10) with *=*0 . Let
M0=(W*( } , 0), 0, 0), M 01=(S 1*( } , 0), u1*( } , 0), 0),
M 02=(S 2*( } , 0), 0, u2*( } , 0)).
Then S*0(M0)=M0 , S*0(M
0
i )=M
0
i , i=1, 2. By a change of variables
S (x, t)=S(x, t)&W*(x, t), u i (x, t)=exp \v(x&1)
2
2di + ui (x, t), i=1, 2,
our assumptions and Proposition 4.1 in Appendix, it follows that there
exist $0>0 and ’0>0 such that for any * # 40 with |*&*0 |<$0 , and for
any , # X0 ,
lim sup
n  
d(S n*(,), M0)’0 , lim sup
n  
d(S n*(,), M
0
i )’0 , i=1, 2.
(3.11)
By Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.1, it follows that M0 , M 01 and M
0
2 are
acyclic for S*0 in X0 , and , # X0 |*0(,)=M0 _ M
0
1 _ M
0
2 , where |*0(,)
is the omega limit set of , for S*0 . Moreover, (3.11) implies that
M0 _ M 01 _ M
0
2 is an isolated covering of , # X0 |*0(,) for S*0 in X0 and
that W s*0(M0) & X0=< and W
s
*0
(M 0i ) & X0=<, i=1, 2, where W
s
*0
(M)
denotes the stable set of M with respect to S*0 . By an acyclicity theorem
on uniform persistence implied by [FS, Propositions 2.2 and 3.2;
HS, Theorem 4.2] (see, e.g., [Zh1, Theorem 2.2]), it follows that
S*0 : X
+  X+ is uniformly persistent with respect to (X0 , X0), and hence
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there exists a global attractor A0*0 /X0 for S*0 : X0  X0 (see, e.g., [Zh1,
Theorem 2.3]).
Let 41=40 & B(*0 , $0). Again by a change of variables
S (x, t)=S(x, t)&W*(x, t), u i (x, t)=exp \v(x&1)
2
2di + ui (x, t), i=1, 2,
Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 4.2 in Appendix, it follows that S* : X+  X+
is point dissipative uniformly for * # 41 and S( } , ,): 41  X+ is continuous
uniformly for , in any bounded subset of X +. Therefore, by the same argu-
ment as in the claim in the proof of Theorem 3.1, for any bounded subset
B of X+, * # 41 S*(B) is compact. It then follows that, as argued in
Theorem 3.1, * # 41 , , # X+ |*(,) is compact. Let A be the global attractor
for S*0 : X0  X0 . By Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.1, it then easily
follows that the ordered collection D=[M 02 , M
0
1 , M0] is a Morse decom-
position of S*0 : A  A with A1=M
0
2 , A2=M
0
1 _ M
0
2 and A3=A (see
Definition 4.2 in Appendix). Therefore, by (3.11) and Theorem 4.3 in
Appendix, there exist $1 # (0, $0) and ’>0 such that for any * # 40 with
|*&*0 |$1 , and any , # X0 , lim infn   d(S n* ,, X0)’. Moreover, by
[Zh1, Theorem 2.3], S* admits a fixed point S*(,*)=,* # X0 , and hence
(3.9)(3.10) with |*&*0 |$1 admits a nonnegative |-periodic solution
(S(x, t, ,* , *), u1(x, t, ,* , *), u2(x, t, ,* , *)) with ui ( } , t, ,* , *)>>0 in
C([0, 1], R), t0, i=1, 2. By parabolic maximum principle and the fact
that S*( } )0 with S*( } )0, it then easily follows that S( } , t, ,* , *)>>0
in C([0, 1], R), t0. Therefore (S(x, t, ,* , *), u1(x, t, ,* , *), u2(x, t, ,* , *))
is a positive |-periodic solution of (3.9)(3.10).
It remains to prove the robust persistence claimed in the theorem. Let
42=40 & B(*0 , $1). By both the point dissipativity and the uniform per-
sistence of S* with respect to (X0 , X0) uniformly for * # 42 , it follows that
there exists a closed and bounded set B0 /X0 , independent of *, such that
d

(B0 , X0)=inf, # B0 d(,, X0)>0 and B0 attracts points in X0 . As argued
in Theorem 3.1, for each * # 42 , S* admits a global attractor A0* /X0 and
A0* attracts any bounded subset U of X0 with d
(U, X0)>0. Clearly, for
each * # 42 , A0* /B0 and hence B0 attracts compact subsets of X0 under
S* . Since for each * # 42 , S* : X+  X + is compact, and for any bounded
subset B of X+, as claimed in the previous paragraph, * # 42 S*(B) is
precompact. Then [S* ; * # 42] is collectively compact and hence collec-
tively :-condensing (see [Ha, Chap. 2.5] for the definition). By [Ha,
Theorem 2.5.2] (actually by the arguments in [Ha, Theorem 2.5.2]), it
then follows that A0* is upper semicontinuous in * # 42 . In particular,
lim
*  *0
sup
, # A0*
d(,, A0*0)=0. (3.12)
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Let 8*(t, } ): X +  X+ be defined by
8*(t, ,)=(S( } , t, ,, *), u1( } , t, ,, *), u2( } , t, ,, *)), , # X +.
Clearly, S*=8*(|, } ) and S n*=8*(n|, } ). It then follows that 8* : R+_
X+  X+ is a periodic semiflow. Moreover, by [Zh1, Theorem 2.1], for
any , # X0 , limt   d(8*(t, ,), A 0*)=0, where A
0
*=t # [0, |] 8*(t, A
0
*)/
X0 . Since A0*=S*(A
0
*), A
0
*=t # (0, |] 8*(t, A
0
*). By the compactness of A
0
*0
and the parabolic maximum principle, it then follows that there exists
;0>0 such that for any ,=(,0 , ,1 , ,2) # A 0*0 , , i (x);0 , x # [0, 1],
i=1, 2. By (3.12), we have lim*  *0 sup, # A 0* d(,, A
0
*0
)=0. Therefore there
exist $2 # (0, $1) and ;1>0 such that for any |*&*0 |<$2 , and any
,=(,0 , ,1 , ,2) # A 0* , ,i (x);1 , x # [0, 1], i=1, 2. Now the global attrac-
tivity of A 0* in X0 for 8* completes the proof.
Remark 3.1. In the case where the velocity of the flow of medium in the
bio-reactor varies periodically as well, i.e., v=v(t)=v(t+|), a change of
variables
S (x, t)=exp \v(t)(x&1)
2
2d0 + (S(x, t)&W*(x, t)),
u i (x, t)=exp \v(t)(x&1)
2
2di + u i (x, t), i=1, 2,
results in the boundary conditions as becoming homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions, and using similar ideas as in Sections 2 and 3, we can
also discuss the global dynamics of the modified model systems.
Remark 3.2. In the case of constant nutrient input, i.e., S0( } )#S0, the
positive |-periodic solution is replaced by a positive steady state of the
reaction-diffusion system.
4. APPENDIX
Let 4 be a subset of Rl. We consider the following periodic parabolic
systems with parameter
{
ui
t
=Ai (*) ui+Fi (x, t, u, *), in 0_(0, )
(E*)
Biui=0, 1im, on 0_(0, ),
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where u=(u1 , ..., um) # Rm, * # 4, Bi ui=(ui n)+:i ui (:i0), Ai (*) are
uniform elliptic operators with the coefficients being continuous in (x, *),
Fi are smooth functions and for some real number |>0, Fi (x, t+|, u, *)
=Fi (x, t, u, *), 1im. We assume that for any ,=(,1 , ..., ,m) # C+=
C(0 , Rm+), the unique (mild) solution u(x, t, ,, *) of (E*) with
u( } , 0, ,, *)=, exists globally on [0, ) and ui (x, t, ,, *)0, 1im,
x # 0 , t0.
For each 1im and any m # C 1([0, 1]_R, R) with m(x, t+|)=
m(x, t), x # [0, 1], t # R, let +(Ai (*), m( } , } )) be the unique principal eigen-
value of the periodic-parabolic eigenvalue problem (see [Hes, Chap. II])
{
.
t
=Ai (*) .+m(x, t) .++., x # 0 , t # R
Bi.=0, x # 0, t # R
., |-periodic in t.
Then we have the following result on the uniform weaker repellor.
Proposition 4.1. Let *0 # 4 be fixed. Assume that there exists some
1im, such that Fi (x, t, u, *)=ui Gi (x, t, u, *), and
u0*(x, t)=(u*01(x, t), ..., u*0i&1(x, t), 0, u*0i+1(x, t), ..., u*0n(x, t))
is a nonnegative periodic solution of (E*0) and +(Ai (*0), Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t),
*0))<0. Then there exist ’>0 and $>0 such that for any any |*&*0 |<$,
and any , # C+ with ,i ( } )0,
lim sup
n  
&(u( } , n|, ,, *)&u0*( } , 0)&’.
Proof. Let M=u0*( } , 0) and let B(M, r) denote the open ball in
C=C(0 , Rm) centered at the point M and with radius r. By the definition
of the principal eigenvalue in [Hes, Proposition 14.4] and the continuous
dependence of evolution operators on parameters (see, e.g., [Am; DM,
Chap. III.11]), we have lim*  *0 +(Ai (*), Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0))=+(Ai (*0),
Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0))<0. Then there exists $0>0 such that for any
|*&*0 |<$0 ,
+(Ai (*), Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0))< 12+(Ai (*0), G i (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0)).
Let =0=&12+(Ai (*0), Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0)). Then for any |*&*0 |<$0 ,
&+(Ai (*), Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0))>=0>0.
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Let r=maxx # 0 , t # [0, |] |u0*(x, t)|+1. Therefore the uniform continuity of
Gi (x, t, u, *) on the compact set 0 _[0, |]_B(0, r)_B(*0 , $0) implies
that there exist $1 # (0, $0) and ’1 # (0, 1) such that for any u, v # B(0, r)
with |u&v|<’1 and |*&*0 |<$1 ,
|Gi (x, t, u, *)&Gi (x, t, v, *0)|<=0 , x # 0 , t # [0, |]. (4.1)
Since lim(,, *)  (M, *0) u( } , t, ,, *)=u( } , t, M, *0)=u0*( } , t) in C uniformly
for t # [0, |], there exist $2 # (0, $1) and ’2>0 such that for any
, # B(M, ’2)/C, |*&*0 |<$2 ,
|u(x, t, ,, *)&u0*(x, t)|<’1 , for all x # 0 , t # [0, |].
We claim that for any |*&*0 |<$2 , , # B(M, ’2) & C+ with , i ( } )0,
there exists n0=n0(*, ,)1 such that
u( } , n0 |, ,, *)  B(M, ’2). (4.2)
Assume that, by contradiction, there exist ,0 # B(M, ’2) & C+ with
,0i ( } )0, and |*1&*0 |<$2 , such that for all n1,
u( } , n|, ,0 , *1) # B(M, ’2). (4.3)
For any t0, let t=n|+t$, where t$ # [0, |) and n=[t|] is the greatest
integer less than or equal to t|, then we have
|u(x, t, ,0 , *1)&u0*(x, t)|
=|u(x, t$, u( } , n|, ,0 , *1), *1)&u0*(x, t$)|<’1 , x # 0 , (4.4)
and hence, |u(x, t, ,0 , *1)|<|u*(x, t)|+’1maxx # 0 , t # [0, |] |u0*(x, t)|+1
=r, t0, x # 0 . Therefore, by (4.1) and the |-periodicity of Gi (x, t, u, *1)
with repect to t,
Gi (x, t, u(x, t, ,0 , *1), *1)>Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0)&=0 , x # 0, t0.
(4.5)
Let i (x, t) be a positive eigenfunction corresponding to the principal
eigenvalue +=+(Ai (*1), G i (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0)), that is, i (x, t) satisfies
{
i
t
=Ai (*1) i+Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0) i++ i , in 0_R
(4.6)
Bii=0, on 0_R
i , | periodic in t.
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Then ( } , 0)>>0 in C(0 , R). Let
u(x, t, ,0 , *1)=(u1(x, t, ,0 , *1), ..., um(x, t, ,0 , *1)).
Since ,0i ( } )>0 in C(0 , R), by applying the parabolic maximum principle
to i th component of (E*1), we have u i ( } , t, ,0 , *1)>>0 in C(0 , R) for all
t>0. Let ui (x, t)=ui (x, t+|, ,0 , *1). Then ui ( } , 0)=ui ( } , |, ,0 , *1)>>0
in C(0 , R), and hence there exists k>0 such that ui ( } , 0)k i ( } , 0).
Therefore, by (4.5), ui (x, t) satisfies
{
ui
t
Ai (*1) ui+u i (Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0)&=0), in 0_(0, )
(4.7)
Biui=0, on 0_(0, )
ui (x, 0)ki (x, 0), on 0
By (4.6), it easily follows that v(x, t)=ke(&+&=0) t i (x, t) satisfies
{
v
t
=Ai (*1) v+v(Gi (x, t, u0*(x, t), *0)&=0), in 0_(0, )
(4.8)
Biv=0, on 0_(0, )
v(x, 0)=ki (x, 0), on 0 .
By (4.7), (4.8), and the standard comparison theorem
ui (x, t)ke(&+&=0) ti (x, t), t0, x # 0.
Then limt   u i (x, t)= for any x # 0, which contradicts (4.3). It
follows that for any |*&*0 |<$2 , and any , # C+ with , i ( } )0,
lim supn   d(u( } , n|, ,, *), M)’2 .
This completes the proof.
By the continuous dependence of the evolution operator on parameters
(see, e.g., [Am; DM, Chap. III.11]), the variation of constant’s formula
and a generalized Gronwall’s inequality argument (see, e.g., [Hes, Lemma
19.4] and the proof of [Zh3, Proposition 3.1]), we can prove the following
result on the continuity of solutions on parameters uniformly for initial
values.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that solutions of (E*) are uniformly bounded
uniformly for * # 4, i.e., for any r>0, there exists B=B(r)>0 such that for
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any , # C+ with &,&r, &u( } , t, ,, *)&B(r), for all t0, * # 4. Then for
any *0 # 4, and any integer k>0,
lim
*  *0
&u( } , t, ,, *)&u( } , t, ,, *0)&=0
uniformly for t # [|, k|] and , in any bounded subset of C+.
Let X be a metric space and f : X  X be a continuous map. A subset
A/X is said to be an attractor for f : X  X if A is nonempty, compact and
invariant ( f (A)=A), and there exists some open neighborhood U of A in
X such that d ( f n(U ), A) :=sup[d( f n(x), A); x # U )]  0 as n   (i.e.,
|(U )=A). If A{X, then A is called a proper attractor. A global attractor
for f : X  X is an attractor which attracts every point in X. For a non-
empty invariant set M, the set W s(M) :=[x; x # X and d( f n(x), M)  0 as
n  ] is called the stable set of M.
Definition 4.1. A point x # X is said to be chain recurrent if for any
=>0, there is a finite sequence of points x0 , x1 , ..., xm in X with x0=x=xm
such that d( f (xi), xi+1)<= for all 0im&1. The set of all chain
recurrent points for f : X  X is denoted by R(X, f ). A nonempty invariant
set A/X for f : X  X is said to be internally chain recurrent if
R(A, f )=A. A is said to be internally chain transitive if for any a, b # A
and =>0, there is a finite sequence of points as above but with x0=a and
xm=b.
BlockFranke Lemma [BF, Theorem A]. Let K be a compact metric
space and f : K  K be a continuous map. Then x  R(K, f ) if and only if
there exists an attractor A/K such that x # W s(A)"A.
Lemma 4.1. Let A be an attractor and C be an internally chain transitive
compact invariant set for f : X  X. If C & W s(A){<, then C/A.
Proof. By the BlockFranke lemma, it follows that a compact invariant
set M is internally chain transitive if and only if f |M : M  M has no
proper attractor. Let x # C & W s(A). Since C is compact and invariant, the
omega limit set |(x){< and |(x)/C. Clearly, x # W s(A) implies that
|(x)/A. Then |(x)/C & A and hence C & A is a nonempty positively
invariant compact set ( f (C & A)/C & A). By [Ha, Lemma 2.1.2], the
omega limit set |(C & A) is nonempty, compact, invariant, and |(C & A)
attracts C & A. Since A is an attractor, |(C & A) is an attractor for
f |C : C  C. Then the nonexistence of proper attractor for f |C : C  C
implies that C & A=C and hence C/A.
This completes the proof.
Let K be a compact metric space and f : K  K be a continuous map
with f (K)=K. For an attractor A/K for f : K  K, we define A* :=
[x # K; |(x) & A=<]. Then A* is compact and invariant.
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Definition 4.2. Let <=A0 /A1 / } } } /An=K be an increasing
sequence of attractors in K and let Mi=Ai & A*i&1 , i=1, ..., n. Then the
ordered collection D=[M1 , ..., Mn] is called a Morse decomposition of
f : K  K. Note that the Mi’s are pairwise disjoint and each Mi is compact
and invariant even though f may be noninvertible.
Lemma 4.2. R(K, f )= [A _ A*; A is an attractor of f in K].
Proof. For any x # R(K, f ) and any attractor A, we have two cases: (i)
|(x) & A=<; (ii) |(x) & A{<. In case (i), x # A*. In case (ii), by the
definition of attractors and omega limits, we have |(x)/A. Since A is an
attractor, by BlockFranke lemma, x # A. Then x # A _ A* and hence
R(K, f )/ [A _ A*; A is an attractor of f in K]. For any x #  [A _ A*;
A is an attractor of f in K], assume that, by contradiction, x  R(K, f ).
Then, by Block-Franke lemma, there exists an attractor B for f in K such
that |(x)/B but x  B. Since x # B _ B*, we have x # B*, which is a con-
tradiction to |(x)/B. Then x # R(K, f ) and hence  [A _ A*; A is an
attractor of f in K]/R(K, f ).
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.3. For any Morse decomposition D=[M1 , ..., Mn] of f : K  K
with Mi=Ai & A*i&1 , i=1, ..., n, there holds ni=1 Mi=
n
i=0 (Ai _ A i*) and
so R(K, f )/ni=1 Mi .
Proof. For any x # ni=1 Mi , there exists some 1 jn such that
x # Mj=Aj & A*j&1 . Since <=A0 /A1 / } } } /An=K, x # Aj implies that
x # Ai for all i j and x # A*j&1 implies that x # Ai* for all 0i j&1.
Then x # ni=0 (Ai _ Ai*) and hence 
n
i=1 M i /
n
i=0 (Ai _ Ai*). For any
x # ni=0 (Ai _ Ai*), since x # K=An and x  A0=<, there exists some
1 jn such that x # Aj but x  Ai for all 0i j&1. Clearly,
x # Aj&1 _ A*j&1 , we then have x # Aj & A*j&1=Mj . Then x # ni=1 Mi and
hence ni=0 (Ai _ A i*)/
n
i=1 M i . Therefore 
n
i=1 Mi=
n
i=0 (Ai _ A i*)
and hence, by Lemma 4.2, R(K, f )/ni=1 Mi .
This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.3 (Uniform Persistence Uniform in Parameters). Let 4 be a
metric space with metric \ and X be a metric space with metric d, let
X=X0 _ X0 with X0 & X0=< and X0 open in X, and let S: 4_X  X be
a continuous map with the property that for any * # 4, S* :=
S(*, } ): X0  X0 , and every positive orbit in X for S* : X  X has compact
closure in X, and * # 4, x # X |*(x) is a compact subset of X, where |*(x) is
the omega limit set of x for discrete semiflow [S n*]. Assume that
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(A1) For some *0 # 4, S*0 : X0  X0 has a global attractor A0 /X0 ,
and the map S*0 : A  A admits a Morse decomposition D=[M1 , ..., Mm],
where A is the maximal compact invariant set of S*0 in X0 .
(A2) There exist $0>0 and ’0>0 such that for any * # 4 with
\(*, *0)<$0 and any x # X0 , lim supn   d(S n*x, Mi)’0 , 1im.
Then there exist $>0 and ’>0 such that for any \(*, *0)<$, x # X0 ,
lim infn   d(S n*x, X0)’.
Proof. Let Y=* # 4, x # X |*(x). Then Y is a compact subset of X.
Assume that, by contradiction, there exist two sequences [xk] and [*k]
such that xk # X0 , k0, *k  *0 and lim infn   d(S n*k xk , X0)  0 as
k  . In the compact metric space of all compact subsets of Y with
Hausdorff distance dH , the sequence [|*k(xk)]/Y has a convergent sub-
sequence. Without loss of generality, we assume that for some nonempty
compact L/Y, limk   dH(|*k(xk), L)=0. Clearly, there exist yk #
|*k(xk), k0, such that limk   d( yk , X0)=0, and hence L & X0 {<.
Since |*k(xk) is compact, invariant, invariantly connected and internally
chain transitive for S*k (see [La, Theorem 1.5.2; FS, Proposition 2.1; Ro],
respectively), by similar arguments as in [Ro, Theorem in Appendix; LSo,
Proposition 4.2; MST, Proposition 1.5], L is also compact, invariant,
invariantly connected and internally chain transitive for S*0 . We further
claim that L & X0=<. Assume that, by contradiction, L & X0 {<.
Clearly, X0 /W s(A0) relative to S*0 : X  X. By Lemma 4.1, it then follows
that L/A0 /X0 , which is a contradiction to L & X0 {<. Therefore
L/X0 and hence L/A . Since D=[M1 , ..., Mm] is a Morse decomposi-
tion of f :=S*0 |A : A  A and L/A is internally chain recurrent, by
Lemma 4.3, we have L/R(A , f )/mi=1 Mi . By the invariant connected-
ness of L, it then follows that there exists some 1im, such that L/Mi .
Therefore d (|*k(xk), Mi) :=sup[d(x, M i); x # |*k(xk)]  0 as k  , and
hence there exists a k0>0 such that \(*k0 , *0)<$0 and |*k0(xk0)/
B(Mi , (’0 2)) :=[x; d(x, M i)<(’0 2)]. Since S n*k0(xk0)  |*k0(xk0) as
n  , we have lim supn   d(S n*k0(xk0), Mi)(’0 2), which is a contradic-
tion to assumption (A2).
This completes the proof.
Remark 4.1. In the case where A=<, Theorem 4.3 holds if we only
assume that S*0 : X0  X0 has a global attractor A0 /X0 . Indeed, from the
proof of Theorem 4.3, we see that L is a nonempty compact and invariant
set of S*0 in X0 , which is a contradiction to the case condition.
Remark 4.2. By the same dynamical system approach as in the above
proof, it easily follows that the analog of Theorem 4.3 also holds for the
family of autonomous semiflows [T(*, t), t0], * # 4 with T(*, t) x con-
tinuous in (*, t, x) # 4_[0, )_X.
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